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NOTICE llM OF 1999
DEPARTME~ OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY
CONSUMER WFNRS WMR BUSINESS PRAC~CES) ACT, 1988

I, Mwmder Etin, -titer of Trade and Industry, do hereby, in terms of section 10(3)
of the Consumer Affdrs Wnfdr Businm Prwticw) Ac& 1988 (Act No. 71 of 1988),
pubtih the report of the Business Practices Committee on the result of an inv~gation
made by the Co-ttee pursuant to General Notice 1545 of 1997 pub~hed in
Government G=ette No. 18390 dated 31 October 1997 and General Noti@ 2723 of 1998
pubtished h Government G~ette No. 19455 dated 13 November 1998, as set out in the
%hedule.
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1988

Ek, Mexander E-, Mtiter van Handel en N~erheid, pub~er hiermeq -ns
fiel 10(3) van die Wet op Verbruikersake (Onbiltike Sakepraktyke), 1988 wet Nm
71 van 1988), die verslag van die Sakepraktykekomitee oor die uitslag van die onde~k
deur die Kodtee gedoen kragtens Mgemene Kennisgeting 1 5 4 5 v a n 1 9 9 7 gepubber in Stitskoerant No. 18390, gedateer 31 Oktober 1997, en Mgemene
Kennisge*ng 2723 van 1998 soos gepubheer in Staatskoerant No 19455, gedateer 13
November 1998, soos in die Bylae uiteengesi~

SCHED~E . BYLAE
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BUSINESS PRACTICES COMMITTEE

REPORT
IN TERMS OF SECTION 10(1) OF THE
HARMFUL BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT, 1988
(ACT No. 71 OF 1988)

REPORT 76

Invesfigafion in ferms of secfion 8(1)(6) of fhe
Harmful Business Pracfices Act, 71 of 1988,
info money revolving or pyramid schemes
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Introdudon

People dl over the world, and South Awns are no exception, are bewhched and fascinated by
any idea or scheme promising, In most cases, instant wealth, new homes, new cars, holidays
abroad and dl matedal possessions that can be acquired wNh an abundance of money. A further
attration of these schemes is the perception that the money will keep rolling in with lMe or no
effort by the padcipants, the hardest part being to count one’s money.
A consumer who pafiicipates in these “easy money making” schemes apparently believes that
money, and lots of i$ is there for the taking, without considering where this money comes from.
Many consumers are handsomely rewarded by participating in these schemes. Unfortunately
there are many more consumers who lose their money. The total amount gained by the promoters
and other participants of these “easy moneymaking” schemes is usually equal to the amount lost
by the other participants. Participants come from all walks of life.
Many of these schemes, commonly called “pyramids”, have mushroomed in South Africa during
the last two years. Pyramids create a dilemma for authorities. While a scheme is operating there
are people, who are making money out of it This apparent success is always visible to new
entrants. Should the authorities step in and stop the scheme to prevent still more people from
losing money, the authorities are accused of being paternalistic, unconstitutional, interfering with
the consumers’ freedom of choice, ignorance, bias and many more, When the authorities do not
intervene and the scheme grinds to a stop, as all these schemes inevitably do, the outcry is “...
why did the authorities not intervene?” The Business Practices Committee (the Committee)
investigated a number of these schemes on a preliminary and a formal basis.
2.

The Business Practices Committee

The Committee, a statutory committee within the Department of Trade and Industry, administers
the Harmful Business Practices Act, 71 of 1988 (the Act). This is an enabling act. The Act makes
provision for the prohibition or control of harmful business practices, and for connected matters,
A “harmful business practice” means any business practice which, directly or indirectly, has or
is likely to have the effect of harming the relations between businesses and consumers,
unreasonably prejudicing any consumer, or deceiving any consumer. The Chairman of the
Committee reports to the Minister of Trade and Industry (the Minister).
In terms of the Act the Committee may conduct two types of formal investigations. First in terms
of section 8 of the Act the Committee may on its own initiative, and shall on the directions of the
Minister, undertake such investigation as it may consider necessary into any harmful business
practice of particular individuals or persons that the Committee believes exists or may come into
existence. Secondly, the Committee may investigate any business practice being applied by
persons in general for the purposes of creating or maintaining a harmful business practice. The
first type of investigation is a s-on 8(1)(~ investigation in terms of the Act and the second a
section 8(l)(b) investigation. These types of investigations are known as formal investigations.
The Committee can also undertake preliminary investigations in terms of section 4(l)(c) of the Act
into the business practice of an ent~. A salon 41)(c) invedgation enables the CommMee to
undertake such prelimir~ary investigation as h may consider necessary into, or confer WM any
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Interested pa~ in conn@on M, any harmful business practice which dleged~ exists or may
come into existence. N* of don 41)(c) investigatio~ are notpublhhed in the Qovemment
Guetteasopposed totin8(l)(d iti~ns. The@pedtin41Xc) l~ns ~
is to enable the Comm* to make a mom in~rmed decision = to whtier a s@on 8(1)(~
InvedgWon should be undertaken. The Minister is not empowered to make any decisbns on the
strength of a section 4(l)(c) investigation, but he may do so in terms of a s-on 8 Investigation.
The CommMee reports to the Minister on the result of any investigation undertaken by it in terms
of section 8. H the Commtiee, after an investigation, believes a harmful business pradce exists,
or may come into existence and Is not satisfied that the harmful business practice is justified in
the public intere~ the Committee In its repoti recommends to the Minister the ation that should
be taken to ensure the discontinuance of the harmful business practice. The powers of the
Minister are set out in section 12 of the Act The orders of the Minister are published in the
Government G=ette and a contravention of the Minister’s order constitutes a serious criminal
offence.
3.

The decision to undertake this investigation

During August 1996 officials of the Committee met with representatives of the South African
Reserve Bank, the Office for Serious Economic Offences, the Financial Services Board and the
Commercial Branch of the SA Police Services. (SAPS). At the meeting it was resolved that the
Committee, with its enabling legislation, was in the short term the only statutory body that could
stop money revolving schemes if such schemes were found, after an investigation in terms of the
Act to constitute harmful business practices.
On 3 September 1996 the Committee resolved to request the Minister to obtain the approval of
Cabinet to conduct a section 8(l)(b) investigation into money revolving schemes. Cabinet gave
approval for a 8(l)(b) on 19 Februaw lgg7 and on 6 March lgg7 the COmmiflee resoIved tO
undertake a section 8(l)(b) investigation into these schemes4.

Investigations into specific schemes

Early in 1997 the Committee commenced with an investigation in terms of section 8(l)(a) of the
Act into the business practices of the Newport Business Club (Newport). The investigation was
protracted because of numerous court cases instituted by Newport against the Committee. These
are set out in detail in the Committee’s Report No 56: Newpofl Business Club (~) Lti and
Men. The Commtiee eventually was able to present its report to the Minister, The Commtiee
was of the opinion that Newpoti was invo~ed in harmful business practices that were not justified
in the public interest and that the Mkister should take steps in terms of section 12(b) and(c) of
the Act to prevent Newpoti and the parties involved from continuing the harmful business
pradce. On 13 September the Minister declared the business practices of Newport Business
Club (w) Ltd illegal. NeWoti lodged an appeal to the SPeCial COU~ con~ted in te~s of t~
A*
The investigation into Newport was preceded by an investigation into the business practkes of
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the Rdnbow Business Club. These investigations obviously took considerable time ~ and
eventually led to the gene~ or sedon 8(l)(b) investigati~ into “money m~ng.,scbmes”,
‘tioney revolting schemes” or ‘~yramid” schemes being postponed. . .;
5,

Notice of the sedon 8(l)(b) investigation

The following appeared as Noti- 1545 in Government G=ette No 18390 of 31 October 1997.
“In terms of the provisions of section 8(4) of the Harmful Business Practices Actj 1988
(Act No 71 of 1988), notice is hereby given that the Business Practices Committee intends
undertaking an investigation in terms of section 8(l)(b) of the said Act into money
revolving schemes as defined in the schedule. Any person may within a period of 30 days
from the date of this notice make written representations regarding the above-mentioned
investigation to: The Secretary, Business Practices Committee, Private Bag X84,
PR~ORIA, 0001.
Schedule
In this notice, unless the context indicates otherwise, a ‘money revolving scheme” means
a scheme(a) whereby participants are required to contribute valuable consideration towards the
scheme, part of which contribution is used to reward both the promoters of the scheme
and/or pafiicipants who preceded new participants and whereby promoters and/or
patiicipants are entitled to receive rewards out of contributions made by successive
participants; andor
(b) whereby the rewards of promoters and/or participants are directly correlated to the
numbers of new participants canvassed directly or indirectly by the existing promoters
and/or participants; and /or
(c) in which a majority of participants will not recoup their contributions, irrespective of:
0) the stage on the life cycle of the scheme; andor
Oi) at what stage the scheme comes to an end; and/or
(iii) at what stage the participants joined the scheme”.
Notice of the proposed investigation was also brought to the attention of the Office for Serious
Economic Offences, the SABC, the South African Reserve Bank, the South African Police
Servkes, the Direct Selling Association and the Rnancial Services Board.
6.

Types of schemes

Most people call any “easy money making scheme” or “money revolving scheme” a “pyramid
scheme”. In many cases the structure of the schemes does not resemble a pure pyramid and the
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Committee,for varlous reasons, preferred to call these schemes "money revolving schemes".
A "pyramid" implies that there is a broad base of consumers or participants at the base or lowest
level of the sheme. Some schemes are structured
in such a way that this is not the case.
Another reason for the WmmWs reluotanoe to dl these sohemes “pyramid#’ is that mot
organizational strutires of mmpanies, government departments, the polb and the armed foroes
resemble a pyramid stru~re. One till, however, not be able to stop the popular parlance of the
word “Pyramid” and the timmhe will dso henceforth use the word pyramid. Should the
Minister acwpt the rmmmendations of the UmmNee, h is suggested that these schemes be
referred to as illegal pyramids.
The following are a few examples of “pyramid” schemes. The examples are in no way exhaustive.
There are numerous variations on each scheme and the number of different schemes is Iimhed
only by the extent of human Ingenuity. In this report reference is made to “investments” by
consumers or the amounts pdd to participate in a particular scheme. These “investments” are
at times called “contributions”, “donations” and sometimes other similar words are used. The
Committee does not regard these “investments” as investments in the narrow sense of the word,
but for ease of reading these “investments” will not be in inverted commas.
6.1

“Multiplication” schemes

A brochure of a money revolving scheme stated: “MuMply your money by 5 in 24 hours”. In this
scheme a registration fee of R200 was payable by new members and existing members were
required to pay only R1OO. Participants could invest as many times as they wished. In other
pamphlets advertising the same scheme it was stated.“ “Multiply your money by 3 in 14 days”.
“ABC” (Pty) Ltd was another multiplication scheme. The “pay out date” of this scheme was 10
weeks after the investment was made. The amount invested could vary between R110 and
R5 500. The return was 2.7272 times the amount invested, for example “... investR110 and get
R300”. The return on a R990 investment was R2 700.
The “XYZ Assistance Society” operated four schemes, namely the Super Save Policy, SupposeU-Die, Get-U-Go policy and the Easy4&PoIicy. The investments in the “Suppose-U-Die”
scheme “matured” after three months. The brochure of “XYZ Assistance Socie~ stated Inter
alia: “All principles on the policy are compulsory to be observed. Then confirm with the office
for your payment details and day”. The following sets out the “benefits” participants could
allegedly enjoy:
Investment (R)
340
680

1300
2500

Matur~ (R) Death tiver (R)
one 600
800
4000
2000
4000
8000
16000
8000

Defendants (R)
1000
2000
4000
8000

Sun Muhiserve (Sun) was a well-kno~ mutipli~don scheme- During Wober 1W5 the
@mmMee received a mmpldnt from the South Ati~n Police Sewices about Sun. Pdcipants
pdd an R50 membership fee and COUM then Invest vdous amounts. The folloting are examples
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of the returns promised In 11 to 12 weeks: R1 200 would growtoR4000, R5 000 to R20 000 and
RW 000 to R2UU 000. A me~r had to ln&oduce four new memb9rs to Sun before e~oying the
promised retum~ Thh con~on was waked by the time the scheme was Wdshing. Sun pdd
returns in excess of 1000 percent but invested at less than 10 percent in an ordiq savings
account at a financial in-on. The South Afdcan Reserve Bank (SARB) stepped in and froze
the assets of Sun in terms of the Banks A*
Hundreds of disgruntled Sun investors protested in front of the SARB building in Pretoria against
the closure of Sun. The demonstration enjoyed national television coverage, The adon of the
SARB ensured that the scheme was stopped and that not more consumers lost their money. The
consumers who lost their investments were unreasonably prejudiced. This came abo@ not by
the adons of the SARB, but by the self destructive characteristics of the scheme. Only those
people who are total financial illiterates can believe that a scheme such as Sun could carry on
indefinhely paying returns in excess of 1000 percent while the funds were invested by them at
less than 10 percent.
The brochure of the “MCIC” was written in one of South Africa’s official languages. The following
is a direct translation into English of some phrases used:
“We pay out, twice a week, i.e. Monday and Wednesday. Come our people, money earns
more interest, if you come to us all your dreams will come true with MASAKHANE, you
can also be assisted”. The following sets out the “returns” participants could enjoy:
Joining fee (R)
100
150
200
300
350

Investment (R)
100
200
300
400
500

Return (R)
350
600
1000
1500
2000

Even over a relatively short term these schemes are bound to collapse. The amounts promised
are grandiose and utterly unattainable. The impossible dreams of the majority of participants
could never be realised. The promoters used these schemes for obtaining money from desperate
consumers. All that happens in these schemes, is that Paul is robbed to pay Peter. Multiplication
schemes usually flourish among the less sophisticated and poorest sectors of the commun~.
People participating in these schemes would be familiar with stokfels, which are run on a basis
of trust and able to deliver according to the rules. This would give them a false sense of security.

6.2
,.$!,
,

,..:..

“Chain Iettet’ schemes

There are many variations of chdn letters. Ordinary chain letters invariably operate as follows:
A person receives a ~er by post and is asked not to break the chdn and to send a sum of
money to the names on the list The participant then sends off the money, adds his name to the
bottom of the Iis$ deletes the name at the top and makes a number of copies, depending on the
number of names on the list These copies are then sent to other persons, and if they participate,
the cycle repeats itself. These chdn letters are usually not very proWle for the promoters,
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because there is no way to monW whether a new @cipant has forward~ monies to the names
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In a variation of the ordinary chdn letter the promo~r ensures that hisher name sbys on the lid “r’
and payments by new ptidpante to preceding @cipants are controlled. An example of such
a chdn letter was operated by an en~ called Dunamus CC. This ent~ was investigated by the
CommW in terms of -n 8(1)(~ of the Ati The -I of this scheme is set out in the
Comm-s Report No W Wmus Mafieting CC ad &hers.
The explanation of the scheme showed that a new paficipant needed to recru~ a number of other
participants in order to recoup his or her payment and make a profh. The amount paid by a new
participant went into the pockets of the members of Dunamus CC and the other pticipants. New
participants had to recruit at least five other participants to recoup their payments. These five
new participants needed to recruit at least 25 new participants to recoup their payments and these
25 participants had to recruit another 125 participants. The scheme thus required exponential
growth in the number of participants to enable the previous participants to recoup their
investments. Any chain letter scheme is subject to an exogenous “switch oW’ of the scheme (see
secdon 6.3).
his difficult to identify a particular section of the community that participates in these schemes.
The attitude of most participants is to “... get in quickly and get out quickly” to make a “profif’
while the scheme lasts. The cost of participating in chain letter schemes is usually lower than
the other types of schemes.
6.3 Pyramids in the guise of multi-level marketing schemes
Two examples of these schemes which were investigated by the Committee on a formal basis
were Newport Business Club and Rainbow Business Club. The Newpoti scheme was set out on
pages 12 and 13 of Government Guette No 18292 dated 17 September 1997 and that of Rainbow
on pages 34 and 35 of Government G=ette No 18531 dated 12 December 1997.
Both schemes allowed each member, provided the member advanced to the status of a “senior
partner’, to start his own small “pyramid”. The Newpoti Business Club consisted of a great
number of en commmdb partnerships and each partnership was characterised by a separate
“pyramid structure”. These stNctures were not the same. For example, member A could canvass
ten new members and member B three new members. hch new member thus canvassed by A
and B would probably enrol various numbers of other new members. The number of people in
each ti~re d~red amen@ -h partnership. In ~neral, however, the business club was
dso characterised by a pyramid structure in the Hse that the promoters found themselves at
the top, netdng a considerable amount of the money pdd by new members.
In the case of Rdnbow new members had to pay R1O 000. Wthls amount R4800 was paid to the
person or pemns who canvassed the new member and theremdningR5200 went to Rainbow.
The entrance fee In the Newport case was R14 000. W this amount R5 300 was @d as
comml~ons to exiting partners who canvassed the new members, R4 740 was pdd to the
‘ex- -rs, assH markedng directors, markdng directors and the r~d directors”.
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The remdnlng R3 ~ was for the account of the Newport Business Club. Part of this was
expended on administrative and other costs of the partnership business. The remdnder was then
dleged~ invested.

i

TheorWd models of schemes such as Newport and Rdnbow seem to indicate that a stable
growth rate in the number of members could eventually result But and this is important a
stable growth rate does not attract members to such schemes. The only factor that redly attracts
members is the phase of rapid growth where fortunes could, and have been made, whhin months,
if not weeks. Prospective members were told at the meetings held by Newport that an individual
could earn up to R153 NO after nine periods, whether these periods were weeks or months. A
deceleration of the growth rate inev~ly leads to a compliant decrease of interest in the scheme.
h would seem that this decline in interest is an exogenous “switch off’ of the scheme. A “switch
off’ of the scheme would lead to its collapse.
The potential “advantage” to a consumer who became a pafiner or member was the right to
recruit and introduce new members. A considerable part (R5 300 plus R4 740 or 71.71 per cent
of R14 000) of the new members’ payment served to fund the recruitment costs, that is, the
commissions paid to existing members who had recruited the new members and also the
management of the scheme. The incentive to new members to recoup their initial cash payment
lay in tie infrtiuction of futiernew members on which Mis scheme was dependent The greater
the number of new members introduced, the sooner the recoupment of the original cash
payment
In the Newport case the Commhtee calculated that at any time at least 75 per cent and possibly
more of the members would have been at risk of not recouping their investments. This applied
to the toti number of members, irrespective of at what stage they joined the scheme. An
analysis of the commissions earned by Newpoti members showed that 61 per cent of the
members had not recouped any of their monies and another 30 per cent recouped some monies,
but less than R14 000. Only 9 per cent earned more than R14 000. These Percentages were
identical at the stage where Newport had 1671 members and again at a later stage when the
scheme had 6354 participants. The ovemhelming majority of consumers who pafiicipated in the
Newport and Rainbow schemes were unreasonably prejudiced. Whether the schemes would have
come to an end during whichever period, an overwhelming majority of participants would have
lost their investments.
Three persons received R1O.9 million, R2.1 million and R4 million respectively in the Newport
scheme. These amounts included “management commissions”. The top 30 earners each
received more than R226 000. These rewards were financed by those 91 per cent who had not
recouped their payments of R14 000. These percentages were almost identical to those calculated
during the invetigdon into the Rdnbow Business Club and maybe indicative of the trend in
these types of schemes.
w%

J
j

Pyramid schemes can be regarded as “u~arkd’ schemes, ~hough h has come to the attetion
of the timm~ that people of the lower Income groups and poorer communities do at times get
involved in these schemes. When they do so they usually borrow funds from friends or relatives
or take out addtiond mortgages on their homes. These pticipants were even more severely
pr~udiced than the more afiuent ptiipan~ They dreamt of escaping from their debt ridden
struggles for etistence. Instead they were plunged deeper into debt
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A-gh a smokeeoreen of other advantages Is otin used, h only genuine prod@ &schemes is money and the scheme’s wntinued exlstem relies totily on the ever increasing
numbers of new padclpants. The sum of the promoters and b @dpante Is dependent
on the money received from b participants and new pdcipants on 8 titinuous til~
The potential advantage to consumers who become participants lies in the right to rwruh new
participants. The incentive to clew padcipants to reooup their in~ial wh payment lies In the
oanvsssing of titier new pticipsnts on which 8 scheme is dependent
The proponents of schemes, such as Newpo@ argue vehemently that no saturation point could
be reached. Theoretically and mathemati=llythis might be the case, depending on the underlying
assumptions. The extent of a new member’s possible earnings is clearly limited by the extent of
the market. And the market is IimHed. There is, at any time, a finite number of people with the
buying power to become members of a scheme. The population growth rate does not match the
exponential rate required to make the scheme viable for all participants over a relatively short
period. Most of the people that join these schemes do so with the expedition of making a
handsome profit in a few months and not over a period of years.
The Committee was presented with mathematical models which seemed to indicate that a scheme
such as Newpoti could experience a stable growth rate. But this stable growth rate does not
attract members to the scheme. When a stable growth rate is achieved, R could take many years
before the number of padcipants doubles itself. The only factor that really attracts members is
the phase of rapid growth where fortunes could, and have been made, in months. During the
slower grotih phase interest in the scheme declines. It would seem that this decline in interest
is an exogenous “switch or of the scheme. A “switch or of the scheme would lead to the
oollapse thereof.
The CommMee took note of a number of theoretical models but these models are
oversimplifications of reality. They do not reflect the real world, and for this very reason they are
called models. There could probably be just as many theoretical models on the saturation issue
as the number of econometricians. The outcome of each model will depend on the underlying
assumptions.
In these schemes, at any one point in time, present or future, the majority of the participants will
never recoup any monies at all, irrespective of the length of existence of the scheme.
The longer the scheme operates, the more dificult it would become for a member to find further
potential members. Only a growth in the target market would provide potential members. The
growth in the target market would dso have to h qual or higher than tie exponendd rate
required for everyone to rap their payments *in a reasonable ~r~ of time.
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MuMlevel marketing and pyramids

The tion @ ~ on a brochure of the Direct &lling Ed-n Foundadon (the Foundadon), ~
a Washington K not-for~~ public educatio@ organ~on. In a brochure of the Foundation
pyramid =hemee are descdbed as ill- scams in which a large number of people @the bottom
pay money to a few people at the top.

‘That thousands of Americans have lost millions of dollars participating in pyramid
schemes. Many of those that lost money, the vidms, knew they were gambling, a~ough
they did not know that the odds were rigged agdnst them. In order for everyone in a
pyramid scheme to profit, there would have to be a never+nding supply of new
p~icipants. In reality, however, the supply of participants is limited.
Pyramiding is based on simple mathematics: many losers pay a few winners.
●

Participants in a pyramid scheme are, conscious or unconsciously, deceiving those they
recruit Few would pay to join if the diminishing odds were explained to them,
Pyramid promoters are masters of group psychology. At recruiting meetings they create
a frenzied, enthusiastic atmosphere where group pressure and promises of easy money
play upon people’s greed and fear of missing a good deal. Thoughtful consideration and
questioning are discouraged. K is difficult to resist this kind of appeal unless one
recognises that the scheme is rigged against you.
Some pyramid promoters try to make their schemes look like multilevel marketing
methods. MuMlevel marketing is a lawful and legitimate business method (in the United
States of America) which uses a network of independent distributors to sell consumer
products.
To look like a multilevel marketing company, a pyramid scheme takes on a line of
products and claim to be in the business of selling to consumers. However, l~le or no
effort is made to actually marketing the products. Instead money is made in typically
pyramid fashion, namely, from recruiting. Often products which have no established
market value, such as new miracle products and exotic cures are “sold”,
How to tell the difference between a pyramid and a legitimate multilevel marketing
compan~
Pyramids seek to make money from you (and quickly). MuMlevel markdng
companies seek to make money with their clients as the clients build their
businesses as well as the multilevel company with consumer products,
tinsum~on of these products ensures that repeat sales are possible.
Pyramids often disguise entry fees as part of the price charged for the required
“purchases” training, computer services and product invento~.
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MuMlevel marketers sell products to find consumers. tithers are no sales to find ~
consumers one ohould sus~ that ow
is deding * a pyramid scheme”.
‘,’,
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Exidng regulations on pyramid schemes

Regulation No R.489 of 14 March 1980, published in Government G=ette No 8880, imposed
condtions in respect of a “pyramid selling scheme” ss deflnedt These regulations were
promulgated more than 18 years ago, but the timmittee is not aware of any court adons that
were brought against any operator of a pyramid in terms of these regulations. The reason could
be that the etisting regulations are too cumbersome and in the spirit of deregulation it is
recommended that these regulations should be repealed.

10.

Conclusion

This repo~ was first published under Notice 2723 in Government G=ette 19455 dated
13 November 1998. The Minster invited interested parties to make written representations
regarding the report. All comments received were positive, with one exception. The only negative
“legal commentary” received was to the effect that
(a)

“h does not appear that enquiry was made of affected customers about whether
they were harmed by the practices dealt with in the repoh”

(b)

“his not clear that the defintion in the Act of a “commodity” includes money, a
right to cldm money, or the right to recruit new participants to the schemes”, and

(c)

“The report does not clearly find that the customers of these schemes were
unreasonably prejudiced, or deceived”.

The Committee:
(a)

did receive comments from affected customers,

(b)

believes that the definition in the Act of a “commodi~’ includes money and that
“... a right to claim money, or the right to recruit new participants to the schemes”
are business practices as defined in the Act and

(c)

is of the opinion that the report clearly found that the padcipants of the schemes
identified in the repo~ were unre~on~ly prejud~, or deoeived.

On 8 March 1999 the timm~ee invited reprtives of various bodies to attend a meeting to
discuss the report that was published under Ndce 2723 of 1998. The m-rig was well attended
by represe-es of inbr dh ~ding audting firms, the State Attorney, the South African
Polices Servhs, the Invedgation Directorate for Serious Economic Offences, the Direct Selling
Association and no~overnmenti organisatin% such as the tinsumerln*tsof SouthA~
the South African National tinsumer Union and the National Consumer Forum. Those present
enthus~cally supported the report and suggested minor amendments to the proposed

,$,
.,.
::.,

,* ,
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prohib~ns by the Min~r. There were two disseting opinions. The report was vehemently
~ed by the ~~a d a pyramid prom- eoheme that was being InvWgated by
ti-m-lnbms&tin Ul)(~dtiAd~dl-w byti~~e@ti~
that subm~ the le@ commentary retirred to above. This representathre dso suggestsd
pos~e amendments to the then proposed prohibhion by the Minister.
me Cti/net3@pmvdti mndudfhls section 8(f)(b) Investigation into money revolving sohemes
shows that the Qovmment ansldem fhese sohernes in a sedous /ighL Thousands of South
Atioan oonsumers have lost large sums of money by p~cipating In these whemes. The
timmti is aware that many pdcipants indebted themselves, many who are amongst the poor,
have Inourred debt in order to beoome members of these schemes. These schemes are clearly
not in the public interest

11.

Recommendation

Money revolving schemes, “multiplimtion schemes”, “chain letter schemes” or “pyramid
whemes” condtute harmful business practices. There are no grounds justifying these pradws
in the public interest his accordingly rwommended that the Minister declares these harmful
business pradices unlawful in terms of Section 12(l)(b) of the Act whereby, in the course of the
business Any person who operates a muhiplication scheme offering or promising or guaranteeing
1.
an effedive annual interest rate of 20 per cent and more above the REPO rate, as determined by
the South Afrimn Reserve Bank, to any investor, whether or not the investor b~mes a member
of the lending em. The applicable REPO rate is that which applied at the date of the
investment. The effedive annual interest rate will be:

Where:
r

z

=

the effedve interest rate,

R=

the interest in rand, which is the difference between the amount paid out
to the investor and the amount invested,

c=

the amount invested by the investor or any amount paid by a person to
-me a member of a scheme, and

T=

h mod of the investment in months.

Any person, di~ or indir~y, operates, oonduots, promotes or osusss to operate a
Wn bttsr soheme, A chain letter scheme is operated, oonduoted, promoted or oaused to
operate where any person (hereinafter referred to as the aforesaid persons)

.
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ink any other person (hereinafter referred to as the “-patfng person”) to
enter into any arrangement @ any of the afordd peraonatheterms which idude any
protis~ whM have the effect that the @ci@ng person is obl~ to make a
payment of a flnancid considerdon ti the prospect of such ptiwting person
receiting payment or other moneyrelated beneti, dir-y or indirdy, from hisher
-i-on in the recruhent of other persons to enter into similar arrange~ents with
any of the aforesdd persons;
i

(d

~) enters into any arrangement with any person the terms of which include any
protision which has the effect that the pticipating person is obliged to make a payment
of a financial consideration with the prospect of such participating person receiving
payment or other moneyrelated benefits, directiy or indirectly, from hitier participation
in the recruitment of other persons to enter into similar arrangements with any of the
aforedd persons.
accepts any financial consideration from any person in terms of any arrangement
(c)
which financial consideration is used in pad or in full to fulfil the obligations of either
party to make payment to a third party who has entered into a similar arrangement with
any of the aforesaid persons; and
makes any payment of any financial consideration or give any moneyrelated
(d)
benefit, directiy or indirectly, to any person in terms of any arrangement as prohibited in
terms of paragraph (b) or (c) above.
&

Any person, direcdy or indirectly, patiicipates in a pyramid promotional scheme.
“Pyramid promotional scheme” means any plan or operation by which a
participant gives consideration for the opportunity to receive compensation which
is derived primarily from the person’s introduction of other persons into a plan or
operation rather than from the sale of products by the participant or other persons
introduced into the plan or operation.
“pa~icipan~’ means a person who contributes money or any other form of
consideration into a pyramid promotional scheme.
‘Unsideration” means the payment of cash or purchase of goods, services, or
intangible property. Consideration does not include: purchase of products
furnished at cost to be used in making sales and not for rede, purchase of
products where the seller offers to repurchase the paticipant’s products under
reasonable wmmercid terms and the pardclpant’s time and effort in pursuit of
des or recruMng a*Mes.
Wmpensation” means the payment of money, a thing of value, or any financial
benfior any discounts which may accrue to the ptiicipant timpensadon does
not include: Payments to pticipants based upon des of products purchased for
actual use or consumption, including products usedor consumed by p~cipants
in the plan and payment to participants under reasonable commercial terms.

,.,,
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“Person” means an individual, a company,a partnership, a CIOW corporation or
.,
my -~on,
orunlncorporated
organiah,
,,
.,
,.,
“Produ&’ means a good, a service, or intangible property of any kind.

.!

,t

“Promote” means any of the following: To operate, or advetiise or to induce or
attempt to induce another person or persons to be participants.
“Rewontile commercial terms” includes repurchases by the seller, at the
participant’s requesg and upon termination of the business relationship or
contract whh the seller, of all unencumbered products purchased by the
participant from the seller within the previous 80 days which are unused and in
commercially resalable condition, provided that repurchase by the seller shall be
for not less than ninety percent of the actual amount paid by the participant to the
seller of the products, less any consideration received by the pa~cipant for
purchase of the products which are being returned and less a reasonable handling
charge of not more than 25 per cent of the products’ original purchase price, A
product shall not be deemed non-resaleable solely because the product is no
longer marketed by the seller, unless it is clearly disclosed to the participant at the
time of the sale that the product is a seasonal, discontinued, or special
promotional product, and not subject to the repurchase obligation
“Harmful business practice” means:
(a)

offering or promising or guaranteeing to pay an annual effective interest rate
exceeding the REPO rate by more than 20 per cent andor

(b)

operating, conducting, promoting or cause to operate a chain letter scheme and/or

(c)

operating, conducting, promoting or cause to operate a pyramid promotional
scheme.

his recommended that the Ministefi
1. declare unlawful the harmful business practices and
2. direct persons to -

(a) refrain from applying the harmful business practices;
(b) retiain at my time from applying the harmful business pradces.
->

The tim~ will dso recommend to the Minister that Regulation No R.489 of 14 March 1880,
published in Wvemment G~ette No 6880, be repealed.

LOUKE A TAGER
CHAIRMAN: BUSINESS PRACTICES COMM~EE
22 *dl 1999

,.
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NOnCE llU OF 1-

DEPAR~ OF TRADE AND ~USTRY
CONMR AFFU mm BUSINESS PRAC~CES) Am, 1988

I, Mmder - ~r of Trade and Industry, by virtue of the powers v-cd in
me by -on 12(6) of the bnsumer Affdrs @nfair Business Practices) Act, 1988 (Act
No 71 of 1988), and fir hating considered a report by the Bdn- Prd=
Ohttee h relation to an inv=~ation of wMch notice w- @ven by General NotiM
1545 of 1997 h Government Gazette No. 18390 dated 31 October 1?97 and General
Notice 2723 of 1998 pubkhed in Government G=ette No. 19455 dated 13 November

1998, which report was published by Notice 1134 of 9 June 1999 in Government Gazette
No. 20169 of 1999, promulgate in the public interest the notice in the Schedule.

1.

In this notice, unl- the conteti indicates otherwise “harmful busin= practice” me-:
1.

,.,,,
&

The operation of or participation in a
multiplication scheme offering an effective
annual hterest rate of 20 (twenty) per cent and
more above the REPO rate determined by the
South ~can R=rve Bank, to any inv-or or
pddp-t whether or not the inv~or or
ptidpant ~m- a member of the len~
party. The app~cable ~PO rate is the rate
wMch apphed at the date of the inv~tment or
commencement of participation. The effdve
annual kteti rate will be:

..”

.:4

“
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mere:
r
R

=
=

c

=

T

=

2.

Dhctly or indirectly, operating, conducting, promo- or
caustig the operation of a chain letter scheme. A chain letter
scheme k operated, conducted, promoted or caused to operate
where any person (hereintier referred to as the promoter or
supplier of the scheme)
(a)

“.:

the effective inter- rat%
the hte=t h Rand which is the difference between
the amount paid out to the tiv-r or pdc~ant
and the amount inv=ed,
the amount invested by the inv-or or any amount
paid by a person to become a member of a scheme,
and
the period of the inv=tment in months.

invites any other person (hereinafter
referred to as the “participating person”)
to enter into any arrangement with any of
the promoter or supplier of the
scheme the terms which include any
provision which has the effect that the
participating person is obliged to m~e a
payment of a fmancid consideration with
the prospect of such participating person
receiving payment or other moneyrelated
benefits, directly or indirectly, in r=pect
of the participation in the recruitment or
introduction (whether by himself or
another person) of other persons b enter
into similar arrangements tith any of the
persons or promoter or supplier of
the scheme;
enters into any arrangement with the
promoter or supp~er(s) or any person
of the scheme the terms of wtich hclude
-y pro~]on wMch has the effect that the
pdcipa~ person is ob~ged to m@e a
payment of a finandd considetion with
the prospect of such participating person
receitig pa~ent or other moneyrelated
benefis *ectiy o r tidirdy, tim
-r patid~on h the I’ecdtment of

.,7

.
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other persom (whether by -U or
a n o t h e r perso~ to enter hto Mar
arrangements tith any of the pemns or
promoter or supplier of the scheme;

3.

.;..

“<
;~

(c)

-pb any financial consideration from
t h e p r o m o t e r o r supp~er(s) or any
person of the scheme in terms of any
arrangement which finmcid consideration
is used h part or in full to fulfil the
obligations of either party to m~e
payment to a third party who has entered
into a similar arrangement with any of the
persons or promoter or supplier(s) of
the scheme; and

(d)

m*es any payment of any financial
consideration or gives any moneyrelated
benefi~ directly or indirectly, to the
promoter or supplier(s) or person of the
scheme in terms of any arrangement as
prohibited in terms of paragraph (b) or
(c) above.

Direcdy or indirectly, participating in a
pyramid promotional scheme where:
(a)

“pyramid promotional scheme”
means any plan or operation by
which
a participant gives
consideration for the opportunity
to receive compensation which is
derived primarily from the
person’s introduction of other
persons into a plan or operation
rather than from the de of
products by the participant or
other persons introduced into the
plan or operation,

b)

“participant” means a person who
contribut~ money or any other
form of consideration into a
pyramid promotional scheme,

(c)

“consideration”
means the
payment of cash or purchase of
g- se-c- o r h~ble
property. Comdderation dm not
-lude: purchase of products
_hedatcost to beusedh

No. 20169 19
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m- d- and not for r~e;
p~ of products where the
Aer offers to repurchase the
participant’s products under
reasonable eommercid terms and
the pticipant’s time and effort h
pursuit of sales or recruiting
actidtiw
(d)

“compensation”
means the
payment of money, a thing of
value, or any financial benefit or
any discoun~ which may accrue to
the participant
Compensation
does not include: Payments to
participants based upon sdw of
products purchased for actual use
or consumption, including products
used or consumed by participants
in the plan and payment to
participant under reasonable
commercial terms,

(e)

“person” means an individual, a
company, a partnership, a close
corporation or any association, or
unincorporated organtiation,

.

“product” means a good, a service,
or intangible property of any tind,
“promote” means any of the
following: To contrive or advertise
or to induce or attempt to induce
another person or persons to be
participants,
(h)

“reasonable commercial terms”
hclud= repurchase by the seller,
at the participant’s requ=~ and
upon te-tion of the businm
relations~ or contract with the
of dl u n e n c u m b e r e d
se~er,
products purchased by the
particip-t from the seuer within
the previous 90 (ninety) days which
are unused and in commercially
-able condtio~ prodded that
repurchase by b se~er shd be
f o r n o t 1= t h a n M (tie~)
percent of the actual amount paid

STAATSKOERANT, 9 JUNIE 1999
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by the ~~mt to the seUer of
the produ~ 1= my codderation
tived by the pticipant f o r
purchase of the produ~ wMch are
be~
returned
and
1- a
reasonable han~ charge of not
more that 25 (twenty five) per cent
of the produti’ oti~nd purchase
ptica A p r o d u c t shall not be
solely
d e e m e d non-resaleable
~ the product k no longer
marketed by the seller, unless it is
cl-ly disclosed to the participant
at the time of the sde that the
product h a seasonal, discontinued,
or special promotional product,
and not subject to the repurchase
ob~gation.

2.

me harmfd busin- practice is hereby declared unlawful and no person shall
operate, condu~ promote or cause to operate the harmful businw practice and
are directed to (a)
refrain from applying, operating, conducting, promoting or
musing to operate the harmful busin= practices;

b)

.’:
,
. ..<
..!

refrain at any time from applying, operating, conducting,
promo- or causing to operate the harmful business practices.

3.

Regulation No R469 of 14 March 1980, published in Government G~ette
No 6880 is hereby repealed.

4.

W notice shall come into operation on date of publication.

(
j

!
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